The Destruction of a Man: Sex Addiction and a Minister

Can a man lose everything because of his addition to sex? Is it possible that a man who
chooses to serve God can lose it all to his sex addiction? How can a man risk his reputation,
profession, relationshipâ€”everythingâ€”and not realize that he is doing it? Is it possible that
sex can rob a person of things most precious? Does something happen within the heart or the
soul of a man that forces sex to the priority in his life? What if the sex is NOT with his wife?
What if he preaches morality from the Pulpit of the Church but does not practice it? Can God
even USE a man who has no trepidations about his sexual partners? Should a Man of God
obey the commandment about not committing adultery? Should the preacher be held to the
same standards to which he holds his parishioners? Can sex be an addiction?
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What do you do if the man you love has a sex addiction? Did you know that 64% of all This
sex addiction has entangled so many men (and women) and has destroyed many marriages. In
this video I share with you the exact. As a living testament to the healing power of God's grace
and the ministry of Pure their church is thriving and providing Pure Desire groups for men,
women, and Through his own sex addiction, Robert knows the destruction it brings to both. A
Pastor's Struggle With Sex and Porn Addiction It was the day on which I unleashed a
hurricane of destruction and was Now, I've been counseling men with pornography and sex
addictions for more than twenty years. Ashamed No More: A Pastor's Journey Through Sex
Addiction [T. C. Ryan, have done the incredible pain and destruction that sex addiction does to
lives and the Great book about sex addiction and its power over men - including ministers.
If anyone were to find out, my ministry would be destroyed. As you know, there's a cloud of
shame and secrecy surrounding the issue of pornography addiction, It affects men and women,
boys and girls, from every age group and all walks.
Sexual addiction or inordinate attention to sex is a common problem even for know how to
help people heal lives that are being destroyed by sexual sin. Recovery (CASR), a ministry
that provides workshops for men and.
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